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ABSTRACT 
We describe the design of an automated assessment and 
training tool for psychotherapists to illustrate challenges 
with creating interactive machine learning (ML) systems, 
particularly in contexts where human life, livelihood, and 
wellbeing are at stake. We explore how existing theories of 
interaction design and machine learning apply to the 
psychotherapy context, and identify “contestability” as a 
new principle for designing systems that evaluate human 
behavior. Finally, we offer several strategies for making 
ML systems more accountable to human actors. 

Author Keywords 
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design.  

ACM Classification Keywords 
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Miscellaneous; I.2.1. Artificial Intelligence: Applications 
and Expert Systems; J.4 Applications: Social and 
Behavioral Sciences: Psychology; Design. 

INTRODUCTION 
Mental health and addiction problems are among the most 
common causes of disability in the U.S. [31]. 
Psychotherapy – a goal oriented conversation between a 
patient and therapist – represents a class of effective 
treatments [17]. Performance based feedback is key to 
promoting the effectiveness of providers [29], but standard 
approaches that rely on direct observation by humans are 
slow, unreliable, and can’t be offered at scale [22]. Recent 
work demonstrates that sessions can be evaluated by a 
machine learning (ML) system that provides summaries of 

different types of therapist interventions [3]. Such 
performance-based feedback is expected to assist skill 
development and retention, leading to better outcomes for 
patients [29]. 

However, designing interactive systems that rely on 
machine learning algorithms requires rethinking core 
assumptions about user control [2]. Accordingly, design 
researchers have begun to articulate new approaches to such 
systems. For example, Horvitz’ principles for effective 
“mixed-initiative” systems include querying users for 
clarification about goals and preferences, and scoping 
system precision to match user needs [11]. Yang et al 
describe patterns for designing adaptive user interfaces 
[33].  

Perhaps more provocatively, Allen argues that HCI’s 
prevailing model of human-controlled systems needs to 
evolve to an interaction-based “dialogue” between people 
and machines [1]. Leahu similarly calls for fundamental 
shifts in how we think about relationships between people 
and machines [19], citing Taylor’s observation that 
interaction designers typically assume that technologies are 
clearly delineated from and subservient to people [28]. In 
contrast, Suchman and Bødker have argued that agency 
resides in both human and nonhuman actors [26][4]. 
Machine learning algorithms would seem to further 
complicate this paradigm, presenting systems in which 
agency is clearly shared (and in some cases, weighted 
towards the machine). Accordingly, Verbeek suggests a 
hermeneutical approach to designing systems in which 
people and machines collaboratively interpret a seemingly 
inscrutable world [30]. 

Prior work on interaction design and machine learning 
systems has often focused on consumer applications, 
including various recommender systems. Much of the early 
thinking was necessarily speculative, conducted at a time 
when ML systems were relatively uncommon. In recent 
years, these systems have increasingly “become real” [10], 
finding widespread adoption and media attention. At the 
same time, they are finding their way into human service 
domains, including healthcare [32], public safety [8], and 
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transportation planning. With these applications, they are 
being used not simply to predict user preferences, but to 
anticipate and evaluate human performance in contexts 
involving human life, livelihood, and wellbeing. 

In this Note, we describe the design and implementation of 
a ML-based feedback system for psychotherapy to illustrate 
challenges in creating ML systems for such “high stakes” 
domains. As ML systems grow in popularity and expand 
the contexts in which they are employed, there is a greater 
urgency to articulate their attendant design challenges and 
patterns. Further, it is incumbent upon designers to develop 
principles that address social and ethical issues, in addition 
to pragmatic concerns. Our contribution is intended to 
advance this discourse. 

CORE-MI 
This paper discusses design issues that have arisen while 
developing CORE-MI, a system that uses speech and 
language processing to automatically generate evaluations 
of counseling sessions directly from session audio [14]. The 
system employs ML models trained on prior human ratings, 
whose reliability has been previously reported [5].  

CORE-MI is designed for  motivational interviewing (MI), 
which is an evidence-based psychotherapy focused on 
behavior change for substance abuse and health behavior 
problems [23]. The system uses machine learning 
algorithms to transcribe and evaluate the quality of therapy 
relative to best practices established in the research 
literature. The system provides an interactive report card-
like, visual summary of counseling sessions.  

CORE-MI is expected to be used for both provider training 
and supervision, and is currently being deployed in several 
clinics. We have employed a participatory, iterative design 
process in developing CORE-MI. Our research team 
includes designers, engineers, mental health researchers, 
and counselors. We have also conducted several 
information sessions with prospective users, which has 
enabled the design team to gauge user interest and identify 
early-stage concerns. This paper reports lessons learned 
through the design process to date. A formal user evaluation 
is currently underway, and will be reported in future 
publications.  

DESIGN ISSUES 
We have encountered three main interaction design 
challenges in developing CORE-MI. Two of these – 
incentives and transparency – are mentioned in the design 
literature, although not related to psychotherapy. We also 
identify “contestability” as a new class of concern, 
particularly relevant for systems that evaluate human 
performance.  

Incentivizing Participation 
Like many machine learning systems, CORE-MI relies on 
end-user input to train and improve its algorithms. As such, 
we must design appropriate incentives that encourage users 
to provide feedback on model predictions [16]. We identify 

two components of incentive system design: the reward 
model and the transaction model.  

Reward model 
Incentive systems typically employ intrinsic or extrinsic 
rewards to motivate user engagement [16]. Intrinsic rewards 
are inherently linked to the activity that a model is intended 
to support. For example, Amazon’s recommender system 
solicits users’ product ratings by promising better 
recommendations that will be more valuable to the user. By 
contrast, there is little or no logical connection between 
extrinsic rewards and user action. For example, researchers 
may offer micropayments [13] or “gamification” elements 
(points, badges, etc.) [20] in exchange for data labelling 
services. 

Our design emphasizes intrinsic rewards. For example, we 
promise increased quality of care by offering accurate, 
inexpensive training and assessment.  We are also 
developing features to automate session documentation, 
which should reduce counselor workloads. While not 
directly tied to session evaluation, these features are hoped 
to increase buy-in and encourage users to provide feedback.  

We have been hesitant to explore extrinsic rewards. Ours is 
a specialized, professional user group with deep 
commitments to craft and patient outcomes. We are 
concerned that gamification-like approaches could alienate 
users and trivialize their work. That said, we recognize that 
incentives may appeal differently to various users – for 
example, students, early career therapists, and seasoned 
providers may respond differently to, say, receiving cash 
payments for coding transcripts.  

Transaction model 
The “transaction model” describes the mechanisms through 
which rewards are conferred. Some incentive systems 
reward users immediately following participation, in a quid 
pro quo manner. For example, reCAPTCHA [18] is a 
popular authentication service in which users provide 
semantic labels for images before they are allowed to 
access a desired website. Once a user provides a label, they 
immediately proceed to the desired content or service.  

In contrast, other systems employ a promissory transaction 
model in which users are enticed to provide data with 
assurances of future benefit. While these models often 
appeal to user self-interest, some projects also make 
altruistic appeals that link user participation to others’ 
benefit (typically at an unspecified future date). The Open 
Mind Common Sense project, for example, seeks to build a 
large, crowdsourced dataset of commonsense assertions that 
will benefit the artificial intelligence field generally, but 
makes little or no promise of direct benefit to individual 
contributors [6].  

We expect to employ both immediate and promissory 
transactions. For example, automatically generated session 
transcripts will be updated in response to user corrections, 
which will immediately result in revised codes and 
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summary reports for the session. At the same time, we 
promise improved models and feedback over time, based on 
user edits. More accurate ratings by the CORE-MI system 
are claimed to improve quality for current and future users, 
a mixing of selfish and altruistic encouragement.  

Our assumption is that combining transaction models will 
lead to greater user buy-in and sustained, high-quality input. 
While it is expected that mixed approaches should be 
effective, there is limited research thus far ([12] is a notable 
exception).  

From Transparency to Legibility 
There is a longstanding principle in interaction design that 
users should have a conceptual model, or intellectual 
understanding of how systems work. With regard to 
machine learning algorithms, this is typically described in 
terms of “transparency”, or of “opening the black box” 
(e.g.[15]) to reveal to users the inner mechanisms that drive 
computer prediction.  

While transparency is an admirable goal, it may be 
unachievable for certain kinds of algorithms. In many cases, 
the interactions between large numbers of variables upon 
which predictions are made are so complex as to defy easy 
comprehension by non-expert users – consider economic 
forecasts, as one example. More challenging still are deep 
learning neural network approaches and other machine 
learning systems in which predictions result from thousands 
of hidden nodes and layers. Such systems are inherently 
obscure: while their behavior can be observed and 
evaluated, the precise mechanisms through which decisions 
are made are unknowable even to their designers, and thus 
cannot be made fully transparent to users.  

Several approaches have been suggested to enhance user 
comprehension. Höök describes a “black box in a glass 
box,” approach that enables users to query inputs and 
outputs, but does not provide insight into a system’s inner 
workings [9].  Another method involves “inverting” 
models, prompting them to generate representative 
examples that provide insight into how their algorithms 
function [21] (cited by [19]).  

Glass-box-in-a-black-box and inversion do more than make 
algorithms visible; they help people make sense of an 
algorithm’s behavior. Emphasizing the degree to which a 
system can be deciphered and interpreted – its legibility – 
suggests an opportunity to enhance user understanding 
through “sandboxing” techniques that allow users to probe 
models with various inputs to investigate their effects on 
predictions. For example, we could allow users to 
manipulate percentages of therapist vs. patient talk time or 
edit sample transcripts to see their effects on overall 
efficacy scores. Or, we might experiment with having the 
system generate its own transcripts of what it considers to 
be high-quality therapy. 

Importantly, legibility is linked to users’ trust and 
willingness to adopt. For example, [25] found strong user 

preference for, and trust in, models that exhibit “sound” 
(i.e., human comprehensible) reasoning and “clear 
communication” about decision making. These models 
were also perceived as more accurate, which did not 
necessarily correlate with actual or statistical accuracy. 

This points to an interesting tension for system designers. In 
some cases, human interpretable models may be preferable, 
even if they are less statistically accurate. We suspect that 
tradeoffs between legibility and accuracy will be 
particularly important in applications that evaluate human 
performance. For these applications, trust in a system’s 
“soundness” – and by extension, its fairness – will be a 
crucial factor in people’s willingness to abide by its edicts. 

Our system employs a variety of algorithms and measures, 
of varying degrees of human-comprehensibility. On the one 
hand, summaries of types of therapist reflections and 
questions are broadly interpretable, and will be familiar to 
many of our users (although, the hidden Markov models 
that the system uses to identify reflections and questions 
may not be). Other measures are more complex. For 
example, we offer interpreted scores to indicate a users’ 
overall adherence to MI “spirit.” While users of an earlier 
version of our software expressed interest in interpreted 
measures [7], informal evaluation suggests that they 
struggle to understand how they are determined. Moving 
forward, one of our design challenges will be to provide 
adequate descriptions of these measures, or to consider 
dropping them despite their statistical accuracy. 

Facilitating Contestation 
CORE-MI is currently being implemented in several 
clinics, and we have already heard some counselors express 
concern about being “judged by a machine.” We understand 
that such sentiments are bound up with concerns about 
evaluation more generally, and likely vary with professional 
status. Students, for example, expect to be evaluated during 
training, whereas this is exceedingly rare for therapists in 
private practice.  Resistance to evaluation may be 
exacerbated by automated tools, because, unlike a human 
supervisor, a trainee cannot inquire about the ratings, nor 
engage the evaluator about their assessment.  

The problem of contestation, of challenging machine 
predictions, becomes particularly acute when we recognize 
that our models are, and will continue to be, fallible, and the 
risks of “getting it wrong” can be quite high for therapists 
and patients alike. 

Imperfect machine learning predictions can limit their 
appeal and misguide users. Providers may perceive 
correcting transcripts as a problematic addition to their 
workload. Perceptions of inaccuracy may also undermine 
confidence and suppress user interest, casting doubts on 
system credibility while also undermining its benefits. 
Equally troubling, overconfidence in model outcomes may 
lead to negative results for users. For instance, supervisors 
might weight model predictions too heavily in job 
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performance evaluations, or trainees might adapt their 
practices to improve machine scores in ways that are 
ultimately detrimental to patient care.  

We therefore must provide mechanisms for users to 
challenge model predictions. We already see this capability 
in small ways with recommender systems. For example, 
Netflix may predict that I’ll love the film “Gigli,” but I can 
override this suggestion with my own 1-star rating. Simple 
correction like this may work with discrete predictions; e.g. 
word errors from automated speech transcription should be 
easily correctable. But there the will also be a need for more 
nuanced and substantial argumentation.  

Doing so may require users to marshal evidence and create 
counter narratives that argue precisely why they disagree 
with a conclusion drawn by an AI system. This becomes 
particularly important when the user cannot simply register 
disagreement with the system, but rather, must make 
arguments to powerful actors whose decisions are informed 
by those systems. Think, for example, of a mental health 
provider whose clinical supervisor relies on automated 
assessment technologies to evaluate performance, or an 
insurance company that employs machine learning 
algorithms in determining whether to cover an addiction 
treatment program. In cases like these, therapists and 
trainees will need to be able to access and annotate session 
transcripts, as well as provide additional contextual detail 
that might not be available to the algorithm. For example, a 
therapist who suspects that a patient is inebriated during a 
session might tailor her discussion in ways that lead to 
lower scores. Such contextual information would need to be 
included in any assessment of system performance. 

DESIGN FOR CONTESTABILITY 
In approaching contestability, we invoke Verbeek’s ethical 
imperative [30] to anticipate and design for potential 
mediations that our system may embody. In our case, this 
means thinking beyond the experience an individual has 
while using our software, and recognizing that our 
technology can shape relationships between therapists, 
supervisors, insurance providers, patients, and other 
stakeholders. In particular, we recognize the potential for 
ML to be used as a blunt assessment tool by managers and 
businesses, to the detriment of therapists and patients.  
Indeed, we acknowledge that there will likely be significant 
financial and organizational pressures to do so, as our 
technology occurs at a time of increasing pressure to 
“rationalize” mental health care [24].  

This concern is somewhat speculative, as systems like ours 
are fairly novel. Nonetheless, we identify several design 
strategies that can be put in place now, to help mitigate 
future misuse. 

First, we strive to improve the accuracy of our models. This 
is achieved through phased deployment with expert users in 
training clinics and universities, and with students who are 
not expected to perform perfectly and who can be more 

easily incentivized to provide feedback. By running through 
thousands of sessions in education contexts, we hope to 
develop models that are reasonably accurate by the time 
they are released in broader healthcare settings. 

Second, we strive to make our models as legible as 
possible. We provide detailed explanations of each 
measure, and highlight confidence scores to indicate the 
degree of certainty in each prediction. We will also provide 
mechanisms for users to unpack aggregate measures, 
tracing system predictions all the way down to the 
transcript level so that users can follow, and if necessary, 
contest the reasoning behind each prediction. At the same 
time, we recognize that certain measures defy human 
interpretation and will continue to evaluate the efficacy that 
these measures provide in light of their potential to foster 
distrust. Moving forward, we may decide that the value that 
some measures is outweighed by their cost in user 
confidence and trust. 

Third, alongside technology development we anticipate 
designing training modules for therapists and supervisors 
that describe how the system works, including discussion of 
its strengths and limitations. These modules may include 
sandboxing features that allow users to experiment with 
inputs and outputs. By teaching users about the system’s 
capabilities, we hope to discourage inappropriate use and 
interpretations of model output, and to create a shared 
understanding that can act as a basis for addressing 
inevitable disagreements. 

Finally, we expect to remain vigilant about potential misuse 
and implicit bias. This includes providing mechanisms for 
users to ask questions and record disagreements with 
system behavior. It also means looking for aggregate effects 
that may not be apparent to individual users. For example, 
[27] has demonstrated racial bias in Google’s AdSense 
system that were only made visible by looking at behavior 
across multiple users and sessions. We take this lesson 
seriously and hope to implement programs that can monitor 
for such effects on the behalf of vulnerable users. 

The above suggestions arise from our experience designing 
and implementing a machine learning system for 
psychotherapy. However, we believe that the principles we 
describe will have wider applicability, particularly for ML 
systems that predict and evaluate human behavior in 
contexts that affect human life, livelihood, and wellbeing. 
That said, we offer these recommendations tentatively, as a 
step towards articulating a set of design principles and 
practices for this emerging area. We look forward to 
exploring and evaluating them more fully in future work. 
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